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Form: "2021/2022 Program Review" 
Created with : Taskstream  

Participating Area:  Black Studies 

Date submitted: 02/07/2022 1:27 am (PDT)  

2021/2022 Program Review 

(REQUIRED) Name of Lead Writer and Manager/Service Area Supervisor 

Lead Writers: Candace Katungi and Thekima Mayasa (Chair) 

Manager: Pearl Ly (Dean) 

(REQUIRED) In what ways (if any) did changes to an online/remote modality due 
to COVID-19 impact student success and equity in your area/program?  Please 
provide evidence.  
Multiple Modalities + More Short Term Classes 
The Black Studies Department (BLAS) has been fully online since the last review cycle. We offered asynchronous 
online classes and synchronous remote classes. We also offered an online version of the “hybrid” course by offering 
courses that combined online and remote requirements in a single course. The courses that combined online and 
remote requirements were taught by contract faculty. It should be noted that these classes are not distinguishable in 
the data provided on the Program Review Dashboard. The data for these classes was included in the synchronous 
category. BLAS faculty collected feedback from students in these classes through assignments that asked students 
how they were adapting to the new modality. There were a variety of responses that included students who preferred 
the combined format of online and remote classes. Other students indicated they wished to return face-to-face, or 
preferred to take online and remote classes that did not have a combined format.  
   
BLAS also began offering more short term sessions during this review cycle. We offered 12 week classes for the first 
time and added more 8 week classes to give students more options. Students have responded well to the increased 
offerings. Strong retention in all BLAS courses suggests this change has been effective.   
   
BLAS faculty are also committed to student centered teaching and pedagogy and continue to explore ways to 
improve online delivery of BLAS curriculum. This includes reimagining and re-designing courses to fit the new 
modalities and short term sessions that we offer. BLAS faculty have also spent a considerable amount of time 
participating in professional development and other training opportunities to help with the learning curve of teaching 
online and remote.  Moving forward, we are looking at ways to bring these new practices when we return to classes 
on campus. One example of this will be our introduction of hybrid classes (face-to-face + online) to our course 
offerings in Spring 2022.  

Impacts of COVID 19 

BLAS students were significantly impacted by COVID-19 and the change to online/remote 

courses in ways that impacted student success, equity and access. Some of the challenges 

that students faced included increased work hours, illness, new responsibilities (childcare, 

homeschooling, and other caretaking responsibilities) as well as not having access to a safe 

or distraction free space to complete work. Some students were challenged by the learning 

curve of taking a classes online for the first time, or starting collge in a full online/remote 

format. Other studetns had difficulty accessing the internet, or did not have access to a 

working computer or the necessary software to take an online class. Returning studetns 

could no longer rely on borrowing textbooks from the LRC or BLAS faculty.  

The BLAS Department also had less opportunity to nurture a cohort of BLAS students. BLAS 

faculty were unable to provide informal support to students through the shared space of 



G103. The BLAS Department also had less opportunity to engage with our longstanding 

community partnerships that are an integral part of the BLAS Department's culturally 

relevant practices designed to promote holistic development for all students.  

Student Retention has been strong since the changes to an online/remote modality. In 

many instances the retention rate was higher than the campus average. Synchronous BLAS 

courses had a higher retention rate than asynchronous BLAS courses. 

Student Success rates have been lower than the BLAS retention rate, since the changes to 

an online/remote modality. The success rate was similar to the campus averages in both the 

online (asynchronous) and remote (synchronous) modalities.  

A more detailed breakdown of the data is below. Notably, the Program Review Dashboard 

did not disaggregate data for classes that combined online with remote.  

Fall 2020 - Retention  

 BLAS courses had an 89% retention rate for all classes. Asynchronous courses had 

an 87% retention rate, and synchronous courses had a 94% retentrion rate. BLAS 

104 and BLAS 120 had the highest retention rates of all asynchronous courses 

offered at 98%. BLAS 175 had the highest retention rate of all synchronous classes 

offered. BLAS 140 A classes had the lowest retention rate of all asynchronous classes 

at 83%. Notably, this is not too far from the average retention rate for classes across 

campus, which was 88%. 

Fall 2020 - Success 

 BLAS courses had a total 77% success rate. Asynchronous courses had a success rate of 71% 
and synchronous courses a success rate of 89%. BLAS 140B had the highest retention rate of 
asynchronous classes at 88%. BLAS 175 had the highest success rate of synchronous courses 
at 98%. BLAS 100 had the lowest success rate of all classes at 54%. Notably, this was the first 
time that BLAS 100 was offered fully online for the entire semester. 

IN 2021 - Retention 

 BLAS courses had a retention rate of 92%. BLAS 140 A and BLAS 140 B were the 

only two courses offered as asynchronous courses. BLAS 140A had a higher 

rentention rate of 98% compared to BLAS 140 B, which had a retention rate of 

85%.  

IN 2021 - Success 

 BLAS courses had a success rate of 92%. BLAS 140 A and BLAS 140 B were the only 

two courses offered as asynchronous courses. BLAS 140A had a higher success rate 

of 98% compared to BLAS 140 B, which had a success rate of 85%.  

SP2021 - Retention  

 BLAS courses had a retention rate of 89% for all classes. This percentage was the 

same for both asynchronous and synchrounous classes. BLAS 100 had the highest 

retenrion rate for asynchronous classes at 97%. BLAS 100 and BLAS 140 B had the 



highest retenrion rate of all synchronous classes at 95%. BLAS 150 had the lowest 

retention rate of all synchronous classes at 78%. BLAS 130 had the lowest retention 

rate of all asynchronous classes at 47%. Notably, this was the first time that BLAS 

130 was offered asynchronously.  

SP2021 - Success 

 BLAS courses had a total success rate of 73%. Asynchronous courses had a success 

rate of 72% and synchronous courses had a success rate of 75%. This is a drop from 

the Fall 2020 semester, which can partially be attributed to a different set of course 

offerings. The racist "Zoom bombings" that occured this semester during Black 

History Month, that impacted BLAS studetns and faculty, may also have contributed 

to this small drop in retention. BLAS 116 had the higherst success rate of 

asynchronous classes at 84%. BLAS 140 B had the higherst success rate of 

synchronous courses at 84%. Notably, the success rate in BLAS 100 course impoved 

from 54% during the Fall 2020 Semester to 76%. 

(REQUIRED) What practices has your area/program implemented since the last 
program review cycle that you would like to improve/continue? Identify impacts 
on student success and equity.  
Innovating and Engaging Students Online  
BLAS faculty have adopted new and innovative ways to engage students virtually. This includes holding virtual office 
hours, and designing new activities to engage with students directly. BLAS faculty have also participated in 
professional development and other training opportunities to learn new ways to effectively teach and connect with 
students online.   

   

Campus Partnerships 
The virtual space has allowed the BLAS to expand and nurture our campus partnerships. We have also started to 
interact in new ways online.  

 Umoja Mesa Acadmey - BLAS collaborations continue to assist in the development of scholastic 
and leadership skills for Umoja students.  

 SDMC African Art Gallery - BLAS works collaboratviely with Dr. Denise Rogers to provide 
educational programming (curriculum develompment, class assignments, honors projects, 
etc.). 

 Career Services - BLAS connects students with Careers Services through "Meetn and Greets" 
with Career Counselors and pre-recorded videos.  

 Black Faculty Counselors Collective (BFCC) - BLAS works with the BFCC to promote and offer 
one-on-one Hotspot counseling services to our students 

 Jounrey's Pilot Program - BLAS participated in this program in Spring 2021 and Fall 2021.  

Virtual Programs + Black History Month (BHM) 2021 
BLAS held all programs virtually, including our annual Black History Month events in 2021. This included a balanced 
calendar of both asynchronous and synchronous events in order to engage the most students, campus and 
community members. This included new interactive strategies and dialogue about the events, by incorporating 
asynchronous “Padlets” for attendees.  

   
Reflections on the Rosa Parks Project and SDMC - Video Montage (BHM) 
This event was traditionally held on campus in front of the Rosa Parks Transit Center. This year, we created a video 
montage of past celebrations, that included archival footage of the original and subsequent dedication ceremonies, 
that included our students, Black Student Union (BSU) leadership, campus/district faculty, staff and administrators 
over the years.  
   
The Centennial Remembrance of the 1921 Tulsa Race Massacre (BHM) 



This event included an asynchronous film and a synchronous presentation by Dr. Phoebe Stubblefield, who provided 
a historical summary of the 2020 investigation and answered questions about its status. This event was planned in 
collaboration with Philosophy Professor, Dr. Mary Gwin, and co-sponsored by the Humanities Institute.  

   
Film and Discussion: Agents of Change with Director Frank Dawson (BHM) 
One of our most anticipated events was the film screening and discussion of Agents of Change with director Frank 
Dawson. This film chronicles the untold story of the racial conditions that existed on college campuses and in the 
country that led to protests. The film’s characters were caught at the crossroads of the Civil Rights Movement, the 
Black Power Movement, and the Anti-Vietnam War Movement at a pivotal time in American history. Their actions led 
to the creation of two of the first Black Studies Departments in the United States. The opportunity to invite our 
distinguished guest via zoom, is an example of the ways that our virtual programming allowed for opportunities that 
we had not imagined before. 
   
The original screening of this event was  “Zoom bombed” with racist images and audio, at the start of thee event.The 
BLAS faculty hosting the event immediately cancelled the event and began working with Student Services and 
Administrators to address the trauma that attendees may have experienced. BLAS faculty documented the incident 
as a means of contributing to the lessons learned from the attack, and to acknowledge all of the campus community, 
institutional, and district support that was provided. This report was shared with the campus leadership.The film 
screening and discussion of Agents of Change with director Frank Dawson was rescheduled during March 2021 and 
was a success.  
   
Virtual Meetings 
The BLAS program has conducted and attended all meetings online. This includes office-hour, department, campus-
wide, and district meetings. The collaboration online has helped BLAS faculty work together more efficiently. The 
ease of collaborating virtually has also allowed BLAS faculty to work more efficiently. 
   
Mesa College Ethnic Studies Taskforce (ESTF) 
Since the passage of AB1460 (August 2020) BLAS faculty have been involved in campus, district, and state-wide 
discussions about this new Ethnic Studies requirements. Under the direction of the Mesa College Academic Senate, 
BLAS faculty and Chicano Studies faculty spearheaded the Mesa College Ethnic Studies Task Force (ESTF) during 
the 2020/2021 academic year. The Mesa College ESTF was especially instrumental in the passage of ASCCC 
Resolutions that supported and clarified the new Ethnic Studies requirements and establishment of a CCC Ethnic 
Studies Graudation Requirement. This work included participation in the Fall 2020 and Spring 2021 Plenaries.  
   
Dr. Thekima Mayasa, Chair of the BLAS Department is one of the 4 ESTF members who helped establish the 
California Community College Ethnic Studies Faculty Council. The CCC Ethnic Studies Faculty Council spearheaded 
the submission of minimum qualifications for Asian American Studies and Native American Studies, and is currently 
involved with the development of the Transfer Model Curriculum (TMC’s) for the four core Ethnic Studies disciplines 
(Native American Studies, Black Studies, Chicano Studies, Asian American Studies).  

   
The work of the ESTF was completed in the Spring of 2021 with the ESTF Final Report to the Academic Senate. This 
ESTF Final Report included a summary of  work, the Academic Senate Resolutions that the ESTF spearheaded 
(local and state-wide), and future recommendations. The ESTF Final Report was voted on and approved by the 
Academic Senate in May 2021.  
   
Mesa College Ethnic Studies Faculty Council (ESFC) 
One of the final recommendations of the ESTF final report was that the Ethnic Studies Faculty Council would 
continue as a permanent standing committee of the Black Studies Department and Chicana/o Studies Department at 
San Diego Mesa College, led by faculty discipline experts in the field of Ethnic Studies. The Mission of the Mesa 
College Ethnic Studies Faculty Council (ESFC) is to guide and engage in efforts to advance the academic discipline 
of Ethnic Studies. BLAS faculty, Dr. Candace Katungi, was selected as chair of the ESFC in the Fall of 2021.   

   
BLAS faculty continue to meet with other groups to stay informed and share our discipline expertise.   
  

(REQUIRED) What practices has your area/program implemented since the last 
program review cycle that you would like to change/discontinue? Identify impacts 
on student success and equity.  



There are no practices that the BLAS program would like to change or discontinue. The 

current practices are all things we would like to continue and improve on.   

(REQUIRED) What college-wide practices implemented since the last program 
review cycle have affected your area/program positively or negatively? Identify 
impacts on student success and equity.  

1. Policy changes with the major events portal have impacted how we can host online events. The new processes are 
important and appreciated, but also include added steps to the process that can limit what we are able to offer to 
students.  

2. Forms and other processes necessary to complete our work have moved online. This makes it easy to complete 
work remotely, however there are still glitches with the system (including broken or missing links) on the website. The 
BLAS Department appreciates the continued efforts to provide trainings for faculty and students to learn how to 
effectively navigate these new online processes and forms.  

3. Communication and collaboration throughout the campus and across the district has increased in highly effective 
and commendable ways. This includes support from our articulation officers, campus curriculum committees, campus 
leadership, and district administrators. These relations have been strengthened since the last program review cycle. 
The support has been especially commendable, particularly when it has required action above and beyond traditional 
meeting times. The BLAS Department recognizes that there has been a clear willingnesss of all participants to do 
what’s necessary to serve our students, campus and district.)  

4. The Student-Services "Call to Action", in response to the Murder of George Floyd has been important, as there 
have been a variety of new services and practices that help support our students. The BLAS Department has actively 
supported many of these initiatives, and continue to refer our students to campus programs and service that assist 
their succesful matricualation degree/educational goal completion.  

5. Black History and Black Lives Matter LibGuides, are collaborative initiatives with Dr. Edeama Onwuchekwa, the 
Mesa College Equity and Engagement Librarian, are important resources for BLAS faculty and students that enhance 
student research skill development.  

6. The Library Scanner Request Form (LRC) has offered an important bridge in helping students access pdf copies of 
textbooks that are available through Course Reserves.  
   
7. Campus Wide Community Forums centralized and provided regular and consistent access to information. This was 
especially important as the BLAS Department worked to stay connected and informed when it came to issues 
impacting Mesa College.  
   
8. Virtual Meetings Increased campus community collaboration across campus and efficiency. BLAS faculty were 
able to regularly participate in public meetings (Such as Academic Senate, PCAB, CDAIE), due to the ease of virtual 
attendance.  
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